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By Honolulu Polkadot : Straw and the Doctrine of the Ashfolk  Straw and the Doctrine of the Ashfolk: 

3 of 3 review helpful Lemony Snicket Meets L Frank Baum By Doug Gibson Straw and the Doctrine of the Ashfolk 
works on many levels on one it rsquo s a whimsical and resolutely American fantasy along the lines of the Oz books 

https://jfmxgvfln.firebaseapp.com/file.html?id=MTUyNDUwNDI4OQ==


and like them it continually invites the reader to compare what happens in the story with events in the contemporary 
world mdash while at the same time displaying a talent for invention that never In this wonderful tale written by the 
somewhat mysterious author Honolulu Polkadot you will follow the young Scarecrow Straw Stickpost as he discovers 
that he has been chosen to do more than he ever thought himself capable of Only if he can find courage and faith can 
he succeed in rising to his calling In a world full of the hateful doctrine of the Ashfolk bounty hunting Skabb pirates 
ship hungry sea creatures and steam powered beasts Straw must face hi About the Author Who is Honolulu Polkadot 
Little is known about the reclusive author but what is known is this Honolulu Polkadot contrary to popular belief was 
not born in Hawaii at all but rather in a small town in Texas The town was prone to attacks 
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